Addition of Data element: Adding the term “website” to clarify instructions for multiple links in the website section.

Addition of Data element: Addition of language “please add any additional information about cost” to the Cost section.

Addition of Data element: Addition of a Yes/No question: Is this resource part of the SNAP-Ed Toolkit? to the Toolkit section.

Addition of Data element: Addition of two fields—“Emerging” and “N/A” to the Evidence section.

Addition of Data element: Addition of language “summarize evaluation efforts and results here” to the Evaluation text box section.

Addition of Data element: Addition of the word “Related” to the Research Article field section.

Addition of Data element: Addition of the word “Article” to the “Add Another” button section.

Addition of Data element: Addition of “Select all that apply” to the Audience,Settings and Formal Sections.

Addition of Data element: Addition of a field “Remote/at-home/virtual” to the Setting section.

Addition of Data element: Addition of a field “Remote/Virtual Learning” to the Format section.

Addition of Data element: Addition of “Adding option for “other” with write in box” in the Language section.

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT: David Barreras, Designated Federal Officer, at dbarreras@usccr.gov or (202) 499–4066.

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION: Members of the public may listen to this discussion through the above call-in number. An open comment period will be provided to allow members of the public to make a statement as time allows. Callers can expect to incur regular charges for calls they initiate over wireless lines, according to their wireless plan. The Commission will not refund any incurred charges. Individuals who are deaf, deafblind and hard of hearing may also follow the proceedings by first calling the Federal Relay Service at 1–800–877–8339 and providing the Service with the conference call number and conference ID number.

Members of the public are entitled to submit written comments; the comments must be received in the regional office within 30 days following the meeting. Written comments may be emailed to David Barreras at dbarreras@usccr.gov.

Records generated from this meeting may be inspected and reproduced at the Regional Programs Unit Office, as they become available, both before and after the meeting. Records of the meeting will be available via www.facadatabase.gov under the Commission on Civil Rights, Kansas Advisory Committee link.

Persons interested in the work of this Committee are directed to the Commission’s website, http://www.usccr.gov, or may contact the Regional Programs Unit at the above email or street address.

Agenda
I. Welcome & Roll Call
II. Chair’s Comments
III. Committee Discussion
IV. Next Steps
V. Public Comment
VI. Adjournment

David Mussatt,
Supervisory Chief, Regional Programs Unit.
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